Carter Page, a foreign policy adviser to President Trump’s campaign whose visit to Moscow during the election has drawn scrutiny, sent an email to fellow Trump aides during his trip describing “a private conversation” with a senior Russian official who spoke favorably of the Republican candidate, according to records released late Monday by congressional investigators.

Page also wrote that he had been provided “incredible insights and outreach” by Russian lawmakers and “senior members” of Russian President Vladimir Putin’s administration during the trip.

The email appeared to contradict earlier statements by Page, who had said he had only exchanged brief greetings with the senior Russian official, Deputy Prime Minister Arkady Dvorkovich, after he delivered a speech at a Russian university.

In his July 2016 note, Page wrote that Dvorkovich had “expressed strong support for Mr. Trump and a desire to work together toward devising better solutions in response to a vast range of current international problems.”

Page’s email was read aloud by Rep. Adam B. Schiff (D-Calif.) when Page met behind closed doors last week with the House Intelligence Committee, which is investigating Russian interference in the 2016 president election. The committee released the transcript of the seven-hour session late Monday.

Confronted with his email, Page told the committee that he had not meant that he met with any officials but rather that he had learned of their views about the U.S. election from local media and scholars. He maintained that his interaction with Dvorkovich consisted of a brief greeting, and that he had learned his views on the campaign while listening to Dvorkovich’s public address. Page told the committee that he had not worked with the Russians to hack emails or otherwise influence the election.
In a statement Monday, Schiff said that Page had failed to produce the email to the committee before his interview, despite receiving a subpoena for documents.

Page is one of a number of Trump associates whose contacts with Russians before the election are emerging as important factors in investigations by Congress and special counsel Robert S. Mueller III.

Another adviser, George Papadopoulos, pleaded guilty in October to lying to federal agents about Russian contacts during the campaign.

The transcript shows Page, a Navy veteran who worked for a time in Moscow as an energy consultant, was at times combative and evasive in response to committee questions.

Asked about his email indicating he had discussed Trump’s campaign in a private conversation with a Russian official, Page responded to The Washington Post via text message: “That is complete misinformation and/or misinterpretation.”

“I’m working on my lawsuit tonight that will get to the bottom of the real interference in the 2016 election, by the [United States government]. I’ve played this nonsensical game long enough and am not interested in this latest round tonight,” he said.

Page requested that the committee make the transcript of his remarks public.

Page’s testimony shows that a number of Trump campaign officials were aware of his plans to travel to Moscow before he left — and that he updated others on his return.

He told the committee that he informed then-Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.), then a key Trump supporter and now attorney general, and said he “probably” had told national campaign co-chairman Sam Clovis before leaving and definitely did so on his return.

A spokeswoman for Sessions declined to comment; Clovis’s attorney did not immediately respond to a request for comment Monday night.

Page also wrote an email about the trip to campaign manager Corey Lewandowski, communications director Hope Hicks and campaign aide J.D. Gordon. He testified Lewandowski said he could go but as a private citizen not a campaign representative.

In one email to fellow campaign aides, Page suggested that Trump perhaps take his place and travel to Moscow “to raise the temperature a little bit” and, in another, he asked how campaign officials would “prefer me to focus” his remarks.

He said he was unaware at the time that Papadopoulos was making similar proposals for Trump to travel to Russia, though he acknowledged he had received some of Papadopoulos’s emails about Russia.
Page sent the email describing his interaction with Dvorkovich in Moscow to campaign aide Gordon, as well as a different campaign aide.

Gordon said he does not recall the email but that he had discouraged Page from going to Moscow. “It’s important to remember that Carter Page and George Papadopoulos were peripheral members of a relatively peripheral advisory committee,” he said.

Trump has said he does not recall ever speaking to Page.

Page’s July 2016 trip to Moscow drew attention during the campaign, particularly after WikiLeaks released emails that had been hacked from the Democratic National Committee a few weeks later and Russia became a controversial campaign topic.

With his Russia ties under scrutiny, Page said in September 2016 that he was taking a leave from the campaign.

Later, it emerged that the FBI had obtained a secret court order to monitor Page’s communications during the summer of 2016.

In numerous public interviews, Page has always denied he met with other Russian officials, notably with Igor Sechin, a Putin associate.

A former British intelligence agent, working on behalf of Democrats, alleged in a dossier compiled before the election and published in January that Page had met with both men.

Questioned by the committee, Page again denied meeting Sechin — but acknowledged he had met with other officials who work for Rosneft, the company Sechin leads, including the head of investor relations.

Page’s Russian contacts did not end on his return from Moscow. At the Republican National Convention, Page told the committee that he spoke with then-Russian Ambassador Sergey Kislyak and the subject of U.S. sanctions on Russia “may have briefly come up in some context.” He said he did not recall any discussion of hacked emails there.

And Page told the committee about another foreign trip he took during the campaign, a long weekend he spent in Budapest where he said he met with Hungary’s ambassador to the United States and other Hungarian officials. He said he discussed “foreign policy things” with the ambassador and that he had some “general” discussions of U.S.-Russia relations with she and other Hungarian officials — though he could recall few specifics.

He also told the committee about a second trip to Moscow he took in December 2016 and said that he met with Russian and Kazakh nationals in London that same month.

*Tom Hamburger and Devlin Barrett contributed to this report.*
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imdadprincesse 25 seconds ago

#BobbyThreeSticks will be sending his engraved indictment Friday morning...
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 releasethehounds 59 seconds ago

"There ain't nothing more powerful than the odor of mendacity." (T. Williams)

Like 1 Reply Link Report
The next shoe to drop will be Trump's long time bodyguard and confidant Kurt Schiller, who is testifying today before the House Intel Cmte.

You know that goofball is also going to be lying his butt off, but you know he knows it all, because until recently, you never saw Trump without him lurking in the background. One wonders why he quit suddenly last month?

another carrot on a stick for liberals

your fear is funny

For shame ... apologies to Patti Page, Satchel Page, banker Walter Page ... this man has disgraced an honored American name. The Russian equivalent, страница, seems more fitting for him now.

don't look behind you, Carter, someone may be gaining

So the story from Greece is that Papadopoulos may have met with Putin in Athens in 2016.

Was he just getting him coffee?
allgoodnamestaken  9 minutes ago
Is there still no there there?
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justanotherdog  8 minutes ago
There is there all over 5th Avenue, bleeding from the gunshot wounds after Trump shot it.
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eek a moose  11 minutes ago
Carter Page is a screwball who's taking the hardball approach to staying out of jail.
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mexibucks  12 minutes ago
"In a statement Monday, Schiff said that Page and (add GOP names).......................................... had failed to produce the email to the committee before his interview, despite receiving a subpoena for documents."

............................
Mueller’s crew raided Manafort's home for documents. Trump & Co=all devious liars. How many times have they amended their statements when caught lying? Amnesia is epidemic in this admin, worst ever.
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bill kennedy  13 minutes ago
Page would have been better off if he had simply swallowed his email.
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eek a moose  10 minutes ago
He needs to grow a bushy mustache before he can pose as G. Gordon Liddy.
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And learn to hold his hand in the flame of a candle ...